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A generalization of the Pless symmetry codes to different fields is presented. In
particular new infinite families of self-dual codes over GF(4), GF(5), GF(7), and
GF(9) are introduced. It is proven that the automorphism group of some of these
codes contains the group PSL2(q). New codes over GF(4) and GF(5), with better
minimum weight than previously known codes, are given. © 2001 Elsevier Science
1. INTRODUCTION
Quadratic residue (QR) codes are a well known class of codes defined on
any field. Depending on the field and on their length, some extensions of
these codes are also self-dual. In particular many famous codes such as the
Golay codes over GF(2) and GF(3) and the [6, 3, 4] hexacode over GF(4)
are examples of extended quadratic residue codes. Moreover usually for
small lengths these codes meet the bounds for the minimal distance of self-
dual codes. Pless [18] and Karlin in [11] considered certain forms of
double circulant codes related to quadratic residue codes over respectively
GF(3) and GF(2). The binary construction leads to doubly even self-dual
binary codes with good minimum weight and so do the symmetry codes
over GF(3). Moreover particular constructions over the fields GF(5) and
GF(7) are given in [13, 21]. These constructions are also related to
Hadamard matrices [2, 6, 10].
The purpose of this article is to survey known results on double circulant
constructions which use quadratic residues and give a general scheme
which generalizes them over any field and for lengths a power of an odd
prime. We also give general results related to the automorphism group of
these codes, valid for any field, which generalize results over GF(2) and
GF(3) of [16, p. 507; 18]. The codes constructed with these constructions
are called quadratic double circulant (QDC) codes. The method used is a
generalization of the Paley construction for conference matrices to quadra-
tic residue matrices with values different from 0, 1 or −1. In particular we
give new infinite constructions for self-dual codes over GF(4) (for which
nothing was known), GF(5), GF(7) and GF(9); some of them lead to new
codes with better parameters than previously known codes. Examples of
such codes are [46, 23, 14], [48, 24, 14], [62, 31, 16], and [64, 32, 16]
codes over GF(4). We prove that for some parameters, as in the binary and
ternary cases, the automorphism groups of QDC codes contain the group
PSL2(q). We also consider non self-dual constructions. Another applica-
tion of these results is the extension to generalized quadratic residue codes
of the characterization of their self-duality. In this paper we do not con-
sider bounds on the minimum weight for these codes, but it is likely that a
similar general bound exists as in the binary and ternary cases [2, 5]. All
the computations are done with the MAGMA system [3].
The material is organized as follows. Section 2 presents definitions and
notation. Section 3 gives general results on quadratic residue matrices.
Sections 4 and 5 are concerned with constructions over fields with charac-
teristic 2 or 3 and more. Section 6 considers the automorphism groups of
these codes. Section 7 deals with non self-dual QDC codes and Section 8
gives self-duality related results.
2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS
2.1. Notation
In all the following l is a power of a prime number and q is a power of
an odd prime number. A linear [n, k] code C of length n and dimension k
over the Galois field with l elements GF(l) is a linear subspace of dimen-
sion k of GF(l)n and a linear code of length n over a ring R is an additive
subgroup of Rn. An element of C is called a codeword. There are two pos-
sible kinds of scalar product. The Euclidean scalar product is understood
with respect to the form: x.y=; xi.yi. For xQ x¯ an involution defined on
GF(l) the Hermitian scalar product is defined by x.y=; xi.y¯i. Each kind
of scalar product defines a different notion of duality. The dual of a code C
is denoted by C + . A code C is called Euclidean (resp. Hermitian) self-dual
if and only if C=C + for the Euclidean (resp. Hermitian) scalar product.
For instance on GF(4)={0, 1, w, w2} the Frobenius map xQ x2 defines an
involution and there are two different kind of dualities which lead to dif-
ferent self-dual codes [22]. Two codes over GF(l) are said to be mono-
mially equivalent if they differ only by a monomial transformation (i.e., a
permutation of the coordinates followed by a multiplication of the coordi-
nates by a non zero element of GF(l). We remark that the monomial
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transformations do not necessarily respect self-duality, but since we are not
interested in classification in this paper, we keep this general definition.
The (Hamming) weight w(x) of a codeword x=(x1, ..., xn) is the number
of its non-zero coordinates and the minimum distance d(C) of a code C is
defined by: d(C)=min{w(x−y) | x, y ¥ C}. Let C be a self-dual code of
length n and minimum distance d(C). Then bounds are known for the
minimum distance [22] depending on the duality. For binary self-dual
codes,
d(C) [ ˛4 5 n246+4, if n ] 22,
4 5 n
24
6+6, if n=22.
The minimum distance of a self-dual ternary code C satisfies: d(C) [
3[ n12]+3 and for Hermitian self-dual quaternary codes: d(C) [ 2[
n
6]+2.
Recently it was proven in [7] that for Euclidean self-dual codes:
d(C) [ 4[ n12]+4. A self-dual code meeting one of the previous bounds
according to its self-duality is said to be extremal. A code is called optimal
if it has the highest possible minimum weight for its length and dimension
(this can be found using the tables of Brouwer [4]). In the different
following tables, we will denote by highest known the fact that the code
meets the highest known minimum distance for its parameters and we will
denote by exceeds B the fact that the code has a better minimum distance
than any previously known code with these parameters according to the
tables of Brouwer. The transpose of the matrixM is denoted byM t.
2.2. Definitions
We give some definitions. Let R be a commutative ring containing 1 and
let r, s and t be elements of R. Following the notation of [18], we let a be a
one-one mapping of the integers 0, 1, ..., q−1 2. over the elements
of GF(q) 2. with a(0)=0, a(1)=1 and a(.)=.. Then the inverse
mapping a−1 is a mapping from GF(q) 2. onto the integers 0, 1, ...,
q−1 2.. In the case where q is a prime, we let a be the identity. We now
set the matrix Qq(r, s, t) to be the q×q matrix on R labeled on its rows and
its columns by elements of GF(q): a0=0, a1=1, a2=a(2), ..., aq−1=
a(q−1), and with components qij. The entries qij are defined in terms of
quadratic residues and by the function q (which is not necessarily a
character) defined on GF(q) by q(a0)=r, q(ai)=s if ai is a quadratic
residue in GF(l) and otherwise q(ai)=t. Then we let qij equal q(aj−ai). In
the important case where q is a prime we let a0=0, a1=1, ..., aq−1=q−1,
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which leads to a circulant Qq(r, s, t) matrix. We define by I and J respec-
tively the identity and the all-one square q×q matrices. We define
Q=Qq(0, 1, 0) the matrix of (binary) quadratic residues not including 0
and N=Qq(0, 0, 1) the matrix of the non-residues also not including 0.
For any a, b and c in R, we define a quadratic double circulant code
over R to be a code with one of the two following double circulant genera-
tor matrices (in the case where R=GF(l) the two codes are respectively
[2q, q] and [2q+2, q+1] codes over GF(l)):
Pq(r, s, t)=(I | Qq(r, s, t)) (1)
Bq(r, s, t)=R 1 0 · · · 0 a b · · · b0 : : c :
x I x Qq(r, s, t)
0 c
S=(I | Sq(r, s, t)).
(2)
These two forms are also called respectively pure and bordered quadratic
double circulant forms. In the bordered case we label the bordering column
and the bordering row by a.. Now we set E=1 if q=4k+1 and E=−1 if
q=4k+3. In the following we always take c=E.b and we specify for each
case the values of a and b (usually a=r and b=1). In the case where
r=0, s=1 and t=−1 (a=0, b=1, c=E), we simply denote Sq(0, 1, −1)
by Sq.
Of course in the case where q is not a prime the matrix Qq(r, s, t) is not
circulant; it corresponds to the case of generalized quadratic residue codes
[14], but we keep the same name for simplicity. We also define for any u
non null and v in R the [2q+2, q+1] matrix:
Sq(u, v)=(uI | vI+Sq). (3)
3. GENERAL RESULTS
In this section we prove general results on pure and bordered quadratic
double circulant forms that we will use in the next sections to construct self-
dual codes. The main theorem of this section is:
Theorem 3.1. Let q be a power of an odd prime and let Qq(a, b, c) be a
quadratic residue circulant matrix with a, b and c elements of the ring R.
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If q=4k+1 then
Qq(a, b, c) Qq(a, b, c) t
=Qq(a2+2k(b2+c2), 2ab−b2+k(b+c)2, 2ac−c2+k(b+c)2),
and
Qq(a, b, c) Qq(a, c, b) t
=Qq(a2+4bck, ab+ac−bc+(b+c)2 k, ab+ac−bc+(b+c)2 k).
If q=4k+3 then
Qq(a, b, c) Qq(a, b, c) t
=Qq(a2+(2k+1)(b2+c2), ab+ac+k(b2+c2)
+(2k+1) bc, ab+ac+k(b2+c2)+(2k+1) bc),
and
Qq(a, b, c) Qq(a, c, b) t
=Qq(a2+2bc(2k+1), 2ab+c2+(b+c)2 k, 2ac+b2+(b+c)2 k).
The proof uses several lemmas. First recall the classical result:
Lemma 3.2. If q is the power of an odd prime then −1 is a quadratic
residue in GF(q) if and only if q — 1 modulo 4.
Let Q and N be the matrices defined in the previous section as quadratic
and non-quadratic residue matrices of order q. We now prove that:
Lemma 3.3. Let q be a power of an odd prime:
if q=4k+1 then Q=Q t and N=N t,
if q=4k+3 then Q=N t and Q+Q t=J−I.
Proof. We know that the product of two quadratic residues is still a
quadratic residue, the product of a quadratic residue with a non quadratic
residue is not a quadratic residue and that the product of two non quadra-
tic residues is a quadratic residue. Which can be written (for i ] j) as: if
aj−ai is quadratic residue in GF(q) then ai−aj=−1(aj−ai) is a quadratic
residue in GF(q) if and only if −1 is a quadratic residue. The lemma
follows by Lemma 3.2. L
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We now extend to the case of a power of an odd prime a result by
Perron in [17] also cited in [16; Chap. 16, p. 519]:
Lemma 3.4. Let q be a power of an odd prime:
if q=4k+1 then QQ t=2kI+(k−1) Q+kN,
if q=4k+3 then QQ t=(k+1) I+kJ.
Proof. We denote byM the matrixQq(0, 1, −1). Recall that by the Paley
construction [15; Chap. 18, p. 176] we have: MM t=qI−J, MJ=
JM=0.Moreover ifq=4k+1 thenM=M tand ifq=4k+3 thenM=−M t.
Now let q be a power of an odd prime. The case q=4k+1 is examined
in [15; Chap. 21, p. 231] when the matrix Q is symmetric and is the inci-
dence matrix of a strongly regular graph. We remark that Q=(M+
J−I)/2. Then the result comes from the properties ofM.
The case q=4k+3 works the same way, although this time M is anti-
symmetric. The equality Q=(M+J−I)/2 and the properties of M give
the result. L
Corollary 3.5. Let q be a power of an odd prime,
if q=4k+1 then
QN t=NQ t=Q(J−I−Q t)=2kJ−Q−QQ t=kJ−kI,
NN t=(J−I−Q)(J−I−Q t)=kQ+(k−1) N+2kI,
if q=4k+3 then
QN t=Q(J−I−Q t)=2kJ−Q−QQ t=kQ+(k+1) N,
NQ t=(k+1) Q+kN,
NN t=(J−I−Q)(J−I−Q t)=(k+1) I+kJ.
Proof. The results come from the development of the equations using
the simplifications brought by the three preceding lemmas. L
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The proof is straightforward from the develop-
ment of Qq(a, b, c) using the preceding corollary and the identity
Qq(a, b, c)=aI+bQ+cN. L
In the next sections we construct self-dual codes over GF(l) for l a power
of a prime, using the results of this section with R=GF(l).
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4. QUADRATIC DOUBLE CIRCULANT OVER FIELDS
WITH CHARACTERISTIC 2
4.1. Quadratic Double Circulant over GF(2)
Double circulant constructions for binary codes are already known, in
particular the construction described in [11; 16, p. 507] for q=8k+3,
corresponds to the case Qq(1, 1, 0) for which we get by Theorem 3.1:
Qq(1, 1, 0) Qq(1, 1, 0) t=J−I. We then obtain a doubly-even self-dual
code by the construction Bq(1, 1, 0) with a=0, b=1. In fact the construc-
tion is only described for q=8k+3 a prime and our theorem shows that
this construction is also valid for a power of an odd prime. But we may
also try another possibility in changing the diagonal term. We obtain the
following result:
Theorem 4.1. Let q=8k+3 be a power of an odd prime. Then the
binary code with generator matrix Pq(0, 1, 0) is self-dual.
Proof. In this case by Theorem 3.1: Qq(0, 1, 0) Qq(0, 1, 0) t=I and
therefore the code with generator matrix Pq(0, 1, 0) is self-dual. L
Table I gives examples of such codes.
4.2. Quadratic Double Circulant over GF(4)
In this case no families of quadratic double circulant codes seem to be
known. We introduce two such families; one is Euclidean self-dual and the
other is Hermitian self-dual.
Theorem 4.2. Let q=8k+1 be a power of an odd prime, then the codes
with generator matrices respectively Bq(0, w, w2) (with a=0, b=1) and
Pq(1, w, w2) on GF(4) are quaternary Hermitian self-dual codes of length
respectively 2q+2 and 2q.
Proof. Let C be the code with generator matrix Bq(0, w, w2). Since we
consider the Hermitian scalar product we have to consider the product of
TABLE I
Codes Obtained by Construction Pq(0, 1, 0) for q=8k+3
q Length Weight Comments
11 22 6 Baby Golay
19 38 8 Extremal
27 54 10 Highest known
43 86 14
59 118 18
67 134 ?
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Bq(0, w, w2) and its conjugate to check Hermitian self-duality. But, with
the values that we consider, the conjugate of the matrix Bq(0, w, w2)
is Bq(0, w2, w). By Theorem 3.1: Qq(0, w, w2) Qq(0, w2, w) t=(q−1) I+
(J−I)(2k+1)=J−I, and therefore we obtain a self-dual Hermitian code
by construction Bq(0, w, w2) and a=0, b=1. For construction Pq(1, w,
w2) we obtain: Qq(1, w, w2) Qq(1, w2, w) t=qI+2k(J−I)=I, which leads
to a Hermitian self-dual code of length 2q. L
The same kind of result holds for Euclidean self-dual codes:
Theorem 4.3. Let q=8k−1 be a power of an odd prime. Then the codes
with generator matrices respectively Bq(1, w, w2) (with a=0, b=1) and
Pq(0, w, w2) over GF(4) are quaternary Euclidean self-dual codes of lengths
respectively 2q+2 and 2q.
Proof. In this case by Theorem 3.1, Qq(1, w, w2) Qq(1, w, w2) t=
(4k) I+(6k−1)(J−I)=J−I. And construction Bq(1, w, w2) leads to a
self-dual code of length 2q+2 with a=0, b=1. For the other case we
obtain, Qq(0, w, w2) Qq(0, w, w2) t=(4k−1) I+(J−I)(6k−2)=I, and
we therefore obtain a self-dual Euclidean code for the construction
Pq(0,w, w2). L
By the Dirichlet Theorem, since 1 and 7 are relatively prime to 8, there
are an infinite number of primes of the form 8k + 1 and therefore the two
families described in Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3 are infinite families.
All the codes obtained by these constructions for the first lengths are
either extremal or are the best known codes with these parameters. The
codes of lengths 34 and higher are new. In particular the [46, 23,
14], [48, 24, 14], [62, 31, 16], and [64, 32, 16] codes are new and have a
better minimum weight than any previously known codes with these
lengths and dimensions (cf tables with best known minimum weight of
[4]). Moreover the Gray image of the [46, 23, 14] code is a new extremal
binary self-dual [92, 46, 16] code see [7]. Table II lists the codes built for
the first lengths, a ? in the table indicates a likely minimum weight obtained
before computation could finish.
Remark 1. It is also possible to obtain similar construction for the case
q= + 3 modulo 8, but the codes obtained do not have a good minimum
weight. Only one extremal Hermitian self-dual [22, 11, 8] code arises with
construction Pq(1, 1, w2) for q=11.
Remark 2. QDC codes over fields of order 2 i(i \ 3) are related (as for
the usual quadratic residue codes) to QDC codes over GF(2) or GF(4).
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TABLE II
Codes Obtained by Constructions Bq and Pq over GF(4) for q — + 1 mod 8
q Length Weight Comments
7 14 6 P7(0, w, w2), Euclidean, optimal
7 16 6 B7(1, w, w2), Euclidean
9 18 6 P9(1, w, w2), Hermitian
9 20 8 B9(0, w, w2), Hermitian, extremal
17 34 10 P17(1, w, w2), Hermitian
17 36 12 B17(0, w, w2), Hermitian, highest known
23 46 14 P23(0, w, w2), Euclidean, exceeds B
23 48 14 B23(1, w, w2), Euclidean
25 50 12 P25(1, w, w2), Hermitian, highest known
25 52 12 B25(0, w, w2), Hermitian
31 62 16 P31(0, w, w2), Euclidean, exceeds B
31 64 16 B31(1, w, w2), Euclidean, exceeds B
41 82 20? P41(1, w, w2), Hermitian
41 84 20? B41(0, w, w2), Hermitian
5. QUADRATIC DOUBLE CIRCULANT OVER FIELDS WITH
CHARACTERISTIC 3 OR MORE
5.1. General construction over GF(l)
In this section we consider l and q powers of odd primes. We give two
general constructions Sq(u, 0) and Sq(u, v) for self-dual codes over GF(l),
where the matrix Sq(u, v) is defined in Section 2. The construction Sq(u, 0)
is given in [10] in the case of l a prime and construction Sq(u, v) is also
given independantly in [1] in the case of weighing matrices and l a prime.
These constructions generalize the symmetry codes construction. In the
next sections we give examples of these constructions for different fields.
Theorem 5.1 (Construction Sq(u, 0)). Let q be a power of an odd prime.
If there exists a non null element u in GF(l) such that q+u2=0
in GF(l) then the code with generator matrix Sq(u, 0) a in GF(l)) is a
Euclidean self-dual code over GF(l).
Proof. Recall from Section 3 that Qq(0, 1, −1) Qq(0, 1, −1)=qI−J,
and therefore bordering Qq(0, 1, −1) we obtain Sq which satisfies
SqS
t
q=qI. The equalitySq(u, 0)Sq(u, 0)
t=0 follows. L
Theorem 5.2 (Construction Sq(u, v)). Let q=4k+3 be a power of an
odd prime. If there exist two non null elements u and v in GF(l) such that
q+u2+v2=0 in GF(l), then the code with generator matrix Sq(u, v) is
Euclidean self-dual over GF(l).
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TABLE III
Codes over GF(3) Obtained by ConstructionSq(1, 1) for q=12k+7
q Length Weight Comments
7 16 6 Extremal
19 40 12 Extremal
31 64 18 Extremal
43 88 [ 21 Not extremal
67 136 ?
Proof. In this case,
(Sq+vI)(Sq+vI) t=SqS
t
q+v(Sq+S
t
q)+v
2I
but since q=4k+3, Sq+S
t
q=0 and the result follows. L
5.2. Quadratic Double Circulant over GF(3)
Over GF(3), construction Sq(1, 0) with q a power of an odd prime
congruent to −1 modulo 6 naturally leads to the Pless symmetry codes.
Construction Sq(1, 1) for q a prime of the form q=12k+7 leads to a
family of self-dual ternary codes which correspond to the codes constructed
by Beenker from quadratic residue codes over GF(9) (cf. [2]); these codes
also correspond to the codes obtained from Hadamard matrices by
Dawson in [6]. In fact our construction generalizes Beenker’s results to the
case of q a power of an odd prime, but the first case is q=343.
The first three codes obtained by this construction are extremal. Table
III gives examples of these codes for the first lengths.
5.3. Quadratic Double Circulant over GF(9)
We use the same kind of construction as for codes over GF(4). Let r be
a primitive root of GF(9) satisfying r2=r+1. The conjugation in GF(9) is
TABLE IV
Some codes obtained by construction Bq and Pq over GF(9)
q Length Weight Comments
5 10 6 P5(r2, r, r7) , Euclidean, optimal
7 14 6 P7(r2, r, r2) , Euclidean
11 22 9 P11(r2, r, r7), Euclidean, highest known
11 24 9 B11(1, r, r3), Euclidea
13 26 10 P13(r5, r, r2), Hermitian
13 28 10 B13(r2, r3, r5), Hermitian
17 34 12 P17(r2, r, r7), Euclidean, highest known
17 36 12 B17(0, 1, 2) Hermitian/Euclidean
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defined by the Frobenius automorphism: xQ x3. The Hermitian scalar
product is then defined by x.y=;ni=1 xi.y3i . Here follows analoguous
constructions as in the GF(4) case:
Theorem 5.3. Let q be a power of an odd prime, then the following
holds:
if q=6k−1 then the code with generator matrix Pq(r2, r, r7) is
Euclidean self-dual,
if q=6k+1 then the code with generator matrix Pq(r, r2, r7) is
Hermitian self-dual,
if q=12k−1 then the code with generator matrix Bq(1, r, r3) (a=0,
b=1) is Euclidean self-dual,
if q=12k+1 then the code with generator matrix Pq(r5, r, r2) is
Hermitian self-dual,
if q=12k+1 then the code with generator matrix Bq(r2, r3, r5)
(a=r2, b=1) is Hermitian self-dual,
if q=12k+7 then the code with generator matrix Pq(r2, r, r2) is
Euclidean self-dual.
Proof. Straightforward application of Theorem 3.1. L
Table IV gives examples of codes built with these constructions.
Remark. The quadratic double circulant constructions over GF(3) are
Jalso valid over GF(9) and lead to codes which are both Euclidean and
Hermitian self-dual.
5.4. Quadratic Double Circulant over GF(5)
Self-dual codes over GF(5) are studied in [13] and all the constructions
of the form Sq(u, v) we give in the following are implicit results of this
paper; in particular they construct a [40, 20, 13] self-dual code over GF(5).
However, the results we obtain with construction Pq are new. Table V gives
the first codes obtained by these constructions. The [38, 19, 12] and
[46, 23, 14] codes are new and their minimum distance exceeds the highest
distance previously known for these parameters. The minimum distance 16
of the codes of lengths 58 and 62 is from [8], and this is the highest
minimum distance known for self-dual codes of these lengths. The
minimum weight of codes obtained by constructions S29(1, 0) and S31(2, 0)
is computed in [9].
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TABLE V
Self-Dual Codes over GF(5)
q Length Weight Comments
7 14 6 P7(2, 4, 3),optimal
7 16 7 S7(2, 2), optimal
9 18 6 P9(2, 1, 3)
9 20 8 S9(1, 0), highest known
11 22 7 P11(2, 4, 0)
11 24 9 S11(2, 0), highest known
19 38 12 P19(2, 1, 3), exceeds B
19 40 13 S19(1, 0), highest known
23 46 14 P23(2, 4, 2), exceeds B
23 48 14 S23(1, 1)
27 54 10 P27(2, 4, 3)
27 56 12 S27(2, 2)
29 58 16 P29(2, 1, 3)
29 60 18 S29(1, 0), highest known
31 62 16 P31(2, 4, 0)
31 64 18 S31(2, 0), highest known
Theorem 5.4. Let q be a power of an odd prime. Then the following holds:
if q=10k−1 then the codes with generator matrices Pq(2, 1, 3) and
Sq(1, 0) are self-dual,
if q=10k+1 then the codes with generator matrices Pq(2, 4, 0) and
Sq(2, 0) are self-dual,
if q=20k+3 then the codes with generator matrices Pq(2, 4, 2) and
Sq(1, 1) are self-dual,
if q=20k+7 then the codes with generator matrices Pq(2, 4, 3) and
Sq(2, 2) are self-dual.
Proof. Straightforward with Theorem 3.1. L
5.5. Quadratic Double Circulant over GF(7)
In [21], self-dual codes over GF(7) are studied up to length 9, and some
particular examples of construction Sq are given: Sq(1, 1) for q=28k+19
and q=28k+11 and also Sq(2, 1) for q=28k+23. In the following
theorem we give other new examples of construction Sq(u, v), including
three new constructions with the parameters already mentioned, which
achieve a better minimum distance than the previous ones, at least for the
first examples. Table VI gives the first codes obtained by these construc-
tions, a ? in the table indicates a likely minimum weight, obtained before
the computation could finish when the length is too high. Very little is
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TABLE VI
Codes Obtained by ConstructionSq(u, v) over GF(7)
q Length Weight Comments
3 8 5 S3(3, 3), optimal
5 12 6 S5(3, 0), optimal
11 24 9 S11(1, 3)
13 28 10 S13(1, 0)
17 36 12 S17(2, 0)
19 40 13 S19(3, 0)
23 48 15 S23(1, 2)
27 56 15 S27(1, 0)
31 64 19? S31(3, 3)
known on codes over GF(7) and tables [4] are small; it is therefore diffi-
cult to make comparisons. The minimum weight of the codes of lengths 48
and 56 is from [8].
Theorem 5.5. Let q be a power of an odd prime. Then the following
holds:
if q=14k+3 then the codes with generator matricesSq(2, 0) are self-dual,
if q=28k+3 then the codes with generator matricesSq(3, 3) are self-dual,
if q=14k+5 then the codes with generator matricesSq(3, 0) are self-dual,
if q=28k+11 then the codes with generator matricesSq(1, 3) are self-dual,
if q=14k+13 then the codes with generator matricesSq(1, 0) are self-dual,
if q=28k+15 then the codes with generator matricesSq(3, 2) are self-dual,
if q=28k+23 then the codes with generator matricesSq(1, 2) are self-dual.
Proof. Straightforward with Theorem 3.1. L
6. AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS
In this section we prove results concerning the permutation group of the
quadratic double circulant (QDC) codes. There are two major cases: QDC
codes over fields with characteristic three or more and QDC codes over
fields with characteristic two. The cases GF(2) and GF(3) are respectively
considered in [16] and in [18, 2]. In this section we extend these results to
the case of QDC codes built with construction Sq(u, v) over field with odd
characteristic five and higher and we also give results concerning QDC
codes constructed over fields with characteristic 2 and over GF(4) in
particular.
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6.1. QDC codes over Fields with Characteristic 3 or More
We first consider the automorphism groups of codes constructed by
construction Sq(1, 0) over a field GF(l) of characteristic three or more.
Following [18] we consider a linear space Vq+1 of dimension q+1 over
GF(l) and a set of its basis vectors: e.=(1, 0, ..., 0), e0=(0, 1, 0, ..., 0)
..., ei=(0, ..., 1 i+1, ..., 0), eq+1=(0, ..., 0, 1). In the following the sum ; is
considered for i=0 to i=q−1. We define the transformation Sq which
acts on Vq+1 as:
e.Sq=Sej, eiSq=Sq(a(j)−a(i)) ej+q(−1) e., i ].
with q(r ¥ GF(q))=0, 1 or −1 as defined in Section 2 for Qq(0, 1, −1).
Recall that a is the one-one map from 0, ..., q−1 2. to GF(q) 2.
defined in Section 2. Now for any b in GF(q) we define S(b) the shift
transformation as:
e.S(b)=e., eiS(b)=ea −1[a(i)+b], i ].,
and for s ] 0 the square transformation T(s2) as
e.T(s2)=e., eiT(s2)=ea −1[s2a(i)], i ]..
The negative inverse transformation N depends on q:
if q — 1(4),
e.N=e0, e0N=e., and eiN=q(a(i)) ea −1[−1/a(i)], i ] 0,.,
if q — 3(4),
e.N=−e0, e0N=e., and eiN=q(a(i)) ea −1[−1/a(i)], i ] 0,..
Proposition 6.1. For any b in GF(q), for any s ] 0 in GF(q) and for
any transformation Sq defined on any field GF(l) of characteristic 3 or more,
SqS(b)=S(b) Sq, SqT(s2)=T(s2) Sq, and SqN=NSq.
Proof. The proof is exactly the same as in [18] for GF(3). L
Theorem 6.2. Any self-dual quadratic double circulant code constructed
by construction Sq(1, 0) over a field of characteristic 3 or more is invariant
under the monomial group PSL2(q) applied simultaneously to both halves of
the generator matrix (I | Sq).
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Proof. It is known [18] than PSL2(q) is generated by the three follow-
ing type of transformations:
(1) the cyclic shifts: xQ x+b, for b in GF(q),
(2) the square transformations: xQ s2x, for s ] 0 in GF(q),
(3) the negative inverse transformation: xQ −1/x.
These three types of transformations correspond to the transformations
S(b), T(b2) and N. Now let C be a quadratic double circulant code with
generator matrix (I | Sq). Then applying any transformation M among
S(b), T(s2) and N we obtain by Proposition 6.1,
(I | Sq) RM 0
0 M
S=(M | SqM)=(M |MSq)=M(I | Sq).
This proves our result. L
Corollary 6.3. Any code over GF(l) with characteristic not 2 and
generator matrix G of the form (uI | vI+Sq)=Sq(u, v) for u ] 0, v ¥ GF(l),
is invariant under the monomial group PSL2(q) applied simultaneously to
both parts of the generator matrix G.
Proof. The three types of transformations S(b), T(s2) and N which
generate PSL2(q) commute with Sq and also with the identity matrix I.
This shows that S(b), T(s2), and N are all in the automorphism group of
such a code. L
Proposition 6.4. For q a power of an odd prime and for a, b and c in
GF(l), the automorphism group of a QDC code with generator matrix
Pq(r, s, t)=(I | Qq(r, s, t)) contains a group of order
q(q−1)
2 .
Proof. By construction the cyclic shifts: xQ x+b, for b in GF(q), and
the square transformations can be applied simultaneously to both part of
the generator matrix and they form a group of order q(q−1)2 . L
We now give a special monomial transformation contained in the
automorphism group of self-dual QDC codes:
Proposition 6.5. Let C be a self-dual QDC code with generator matrix
Bq(r, s, t)=(I | Sq(r, s, t)) or Pq(r, s, t)=(I | Qq(r, s, t)) for r, s and t in
GF(l), then: if q=4k−1 the automorphism group of C contains the element
(0 II 0) of order 2, if q=4k+1 the automorphism group of C contains the
element ( 0 I−I 0) of order 4.
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Proof. Since the code C=(I | A) is self-dual it can also be written as
(−A t | I), depending on q: A t= + A and the result follows. L
Remark. The previous results imply that self-dual QDC codes con-
structed with construction Sq(u, v) always contain a group of order
|l−1| · |PSL2(q)| · |2 or 4| in their automorphism group. Since the auto-
morphism group of the quadratic residue codes is of order |l−1| · |PSL2(q)|
except for three exceptions, one can ask whether the same kind of result
holds for QDC codes. In fact the computation of the automorphism groups
by MAGMA [3] for small lengths of different self-dual QDC codes seems
to show that even if the automorphism group often has order
|l−1| · |PSL(2, q)| · |2 or 4|, there are also other examples when the group
is larger.
The same remark holds for codes constructed with construction Pq.
We now consider quadratic double circulant codes over fields with
characteristic two.
6.2. QDC codes over Fields with Characteristic 2
In this section we consider l a power of 2. We consider anew the trans-
formations S(b), T(s2) defined in the preceding section over Vq+1 but we
modify N :
e.N=e0, e0N=e., and eiN=ea −1[−1/a(i)], i ] 0,..
With this definition which only differs in the sign with the previous
definit ion, N is a permutation. For any q a power of an odd prime, we
define the two (q+1)×(q+1) matrices Uq and Vq over GF(2) as
(Uq | Vq)=R 0 0 · · · 0 1 1 · · · 11 : : 0 :
x I x Mq
1 0
S
withMq=Qq(1, 0, 1) if q=4k+3 andMq=Qq(0, 1, 0) if q=4k+1.
Lemma 6.6. For any q a power of an odd prime,
(Uq | Vq) N=L(Uq | Vq),
with L the (q+1)×(q+1) square matrix depending on q, with rows
(L., L0, ..., Lq−1) defined as:
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if q=4k−1, L.=e., L0=e0+e.; if i is quadratic residue, Li=e.+
e0+ea −1(−1/a(i)), and if j is not quadratic residue, Lj=e0+ea −1(−1/a(j)),
if q=4k+1, L.=e., L0=e0; if i is quadratic residue, Li=e0+
ea −1(−1/a(i)), and if j is not quadratic residue, Lj=e.+e0+ea −1(−1/a(j)).
Proof. The matrix L is given in [16, p. 492] for the case of a prime p.
The generalization to a power of a prime is done in [14] or can be done
using the map a and the same method as in the proof of [16]. Then one
can check that the action of N on Uq is the same as on Vq. L
Theorem 6.7. The codes constructed over GF(4) with construction
Bq(0, w, w¯) and generator matrix (I | Sq(0, w, w¯)) for q=8k+1 and con-
struction Bq(1, w, w¯) and matrix (I | Sq(1, w, w¯)) for q=8k−1 contain the
group PSL2(q) in their automorphism group, applied simultaneously to both
parts of the matrices.
Proof. We only treat the case 8k−1 (which also works more generally
for 4k−1), the other case 8k+1 (resp. 4k+1) works the same. The group
PSL2(q) is generated by the transformations S(b), T(s2) and N ([16,
p. 491]).
One first remarks that the code with generator matrix (I | Sq(1, w, w¯)) is
equivalent to the code with generator matrix:
G=R 0 0 · · · 0 1 1 11 : : 0 :
x Iq x Qq(1, w, w¯)
1 0
S .
It is clear that the transformations S(b) and T(s2) can be applied simulta-
neously to both parts of the generator matrix G since they only exchange
rows. Let us also prove it for the negative inverse transformation N.
The matrix G may also be written as
G=(Uq |wVq)+(0 |wWq)+(Uq | w¯Vq)+(Uq |wUq)
with Wq the (q+1)×(q+1) matrix with 1Œs everywhere except 0Œs on the
first row. Then if we apply the previous lemma it becomes:
G RN 0
0 N
S=LG.
Therefore the transformation N is in the automorphism group of the code
with generator matrix G. This proves the theorem. L
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Proposition 6.8. For q a power of an odd prime and for r, s and t in
GF(l) the automorphism group of any QDC code with generator matrix
Pq(r, s, t)=(I | Qq(r, s, t)) contains a group of order (q(q−1))/2.
Proof. This is the same as Proposition 6.4. L
We now give a special permutation contained in the automorphism
group of self-dual QDC codes:
Proposition 6.9. Let C be a self-dual QDC code with generator matrix:
Bq(r, s, t)=(I | Sq(r, s, t)) or Pq(r, s, t)=(I | Qq(r, s, t)) for r, s and t in
GF(l). Then: the automorphism group of C contains the element ( 0S(−1)
S(−1)
0 )
of order 2, where S(−1) is the (q+1)×(q+1) (or q×q) permutation defined
on GF(q) 2. (resp GF(q)) by the transformation xQ −x.
Proof. Since the code C=(I | A) is self-dual it can also be written as
(A t | I) and by definition of Qq(r, s, t): Qq(r, s, t) S(−1)=Qq(r, s, t) t. L
Remark. As in the previous section, the automorphism group of self-
dual QDC codes built with previous construction Bq contains a group of
order 2 · |l−1| · |PSL2(q)|. But then again computational results on the
automorphism groups of codes for small lengths seem to indicate that there
is no general result as for QR codes.
7. NON-SELF-DUAL QDC CODES
In this section we define non self-dual QDC codes for which we prove
automorphism group related results. In the same way that there exist non
self-dual quadratic residue codes, it is possible to define non self-dual QDC
codes. Although it is possible to define them for any length a power of an
odd prime, computation shows that these codes are interesting when q is
not already used either for (generalized) quadratic residue codes or for
quadratic double circulant codes.
7.1. Binary Codes
In this case q=8k + 1 is used for (generalized) quadratic residue codes
and q=8k+3 for self-dual double circulant constructions. The only case
remaining is q=8k+5, which leads to interesting formally self-dual codes
(in this case Qq is symmetric and the code is isodual) for construction
Bq(0, 1, 0) or Pq(1, 1, 0) as shown in Table VII. These codes were first
considered by Karlin in [11] and it is proven in [12] that the codes
obtained by construction Bq(0, 1, 0) are the binary images of the quadratic
residue codes of length 8k+5 over GF(4). This result implies in particular
that the automorphism group of these codes contains the group PSL2(q)
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applied to both sides of their generator matrix since it is contained in the
automorphism group of the quaternary QR code. The situation is similar
for q=8k+3 when the code with matrix Bq(1, 1, 0)(a=0, b=1) is the
binary image of the quaternary QR code of length q=8k+3. But in this
case, in addition to the group PSL2(q) there is also another permutation
described in [16, p. 509], which interchanges both sides of the matrix.
Nothing similar was known for q=8k+5 and in the next proposition we
give such a permutation:
Proposition 7.1. Let q=8k+5 be a power of an odd prime; then the
QDC code C with generator matrix Bq(0, 1, 0) contains a group of order
2 · |PSL2(q)| in its automorphism group.
Proof. By construction the automorphism group of the code C contains
PSL2(q). Recalling the bordered matrix Sq(0, 1, 0), with a=0, b=c=1,
Qq(0, 1, 0)=Q and Qq(0, 0, 1)=N from Section 2, we obtain by Corollary
3.5 that Q·N=J−I and therefore Sq(0, 0, 1) ·Sq(0, 1, 0)=I (both
matrices are symmetric). If we apply the linear tranformation induced
by Sq(0, 0, 1) to the matrix Bq(0, 1, 0) we obtain that the matrix
(Sq(0, 0, 1) | I) is also a generator matrix of the code C. Interchanging the
first column of the two sides of each matrix, we deduce that C is equivalent
to the code CŒ with the two following generator matrices:R 0 0 · · · 0 1 1 · · · 11 : : 0 :
x Iq x Q
1 0
S and R 1 1 · · · 1 0 0 · · · 00 : : 1 :
x N x Iq
0 1
S .
But since the matrix Q represents the quadratic residues and the matrix N
the non residues, we can shift from one to the other by multiplying by a
non-residue and therefore, CŒ is invariant under the action of the permuta-
tion matrix,
R 0 S(2)
S(2) 0
S ,
with the permutation S(2) given by xQ 2x. By a classical result of number
theory 2 is never a residue for q=8k+5. This proves our result. L
Remark 1. An analogous permutation exists for constructionPq(1, 1, 0)
for q=8k+5.
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TABLE VII
Binary Codes Obtained by Constructions Pq and Bq(0, 1, 0) for q=8k+5
q Length Weight Comments
5 10 4 P5(1, 1, 0), optimal
5 12 4 B5(0, 1, 0), optimal
13 26 6 P13(1, 1, 0)
13 26 7 P13(0, 1, 0), optimal
13 28 8 B13(0, 1, 0), optimal
29 58 12 P29(1, 1, 0), highest known
29 60 12 B29(0, 1, 0), highest known
37 74 12 P37(1, 1, 0)
37 76 12 B37(0, 1, 0)
53 106 18 P53(1, 1, 0)
53 106 19 P53(0, 1, 0), highest known
53 108 20 B53(0, 1, 0), highest known
61 122 20 P61(1, 1, 0), highest known
61 124 20? B61(0, 1, 0)
Remark 2. The automorphism group of the code for the first three
possibilities for q: 5, 13, 29, has order exactly (q−1) q(q+1) and it is an
open problem to prove whether or not this is always true.
7.2. Some Other Fields
For GF(3), symmetry codes are defined for q=6k−1 and the codes
from Beenker are defined for q=12k+7; the only possibility left is for
q=12k+1. The first codes are listed in Table VIII. By Theorem 6.2 these
codes have PSL2(q) in their automorphism group.
For GF(4) there does not seem to be general interesting families but a
[34, 17, 11] code with the highest known minimum weight arises with
construction P17(0, w, w2).
Now for GF(5), there are possibilities left for q=20k+13 an for
q=20k+17 as shown in Table IX. The codes constructed with construc-
tion Sq(1, 0) contain PSL2(q) in their automorphism group by Theorem
6.2. The minimum weight ofS37(1, 0) is computed in [9].
TABLE VIII
Non-self-dual QDC Codes over GF(3) Constructed with q=12k+1
q Length Weight Comments
13 28 8 S13(1, 0)
25 52 12 S25(1, 0)
37 76 16 S37(1, 0)
49 100 ? S49(1, 0)
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TABLE IX
Non-self-dual QDC Codes Obtained by Construction Bq and Pq over GF(5)
q Length Weight Comments
13 26 9 P13(0, 1, 4)
13 28 10 S13(1, 0)
17 34 11 P17(0, 1, 4), highest known
17 36 12 S17(1, 0), highest known
37 74 ? P37(0, 1, 4)
37 76 21 S37(1, 0), highest known
8. CHARACTERIZATION OF SELF-DUALITY FOR QR CODES
OVER GF(4) AND GF(9)
In this section we extend the results of [14, 19, 20] concerning the type
of self-duality (Hermitian or Euclidean) of quadratic residue codes over
GF(4) and GF(9) to the case of the generalized extended quadratic residue
codes over GF(4) and GF(9).
We follow the description of QR codes by their idempotent for the case
of QR codes [20], extended to the case of generalized QR codes by their
generator matrix description [14].
We first consider (generalized) QR codes over GF(4). The Euclidean self-
duality is proven in [14] for q=8k+3, the Hermitian self-duality is proven
in [19] for the case of the length p=8k−3 a prime number, we extend this
preceding result to the case of a power of an odd prime.
Theorem 8.1. Let q be a power of an odd prime:
if q=8k+3 then the extended (generalized) quadratic residue code of
length q+1 is Euclidean self-dual,
if q=8k−3 then the extended (generalized) quadratic residue code of
length q+1 is Hermitian self-dual.
Proof. We obtain a generator matrix from the definition of the gener-
alized quadratic codes of [14] and the idempotents of [20] and we check
the Hermitian self-duality with Theorem 3.1. L
We now consider the field GF(9). The known results are similar to the
GF(4) case. Euclidean self-duality is proven in [14] and Hermitian self-
duality for prime lengths in [20]. We extend the Hermitian self-duality to
lengths a power of an odd prime.
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Theorem 8.2. Let q be a power of an odd prime:
if q=12k+5 then the extended (generalized) quadratic residue code of
length q+1 is Hermitian self-dual,
if q=12k+7 then the extended (generalized) quadratic residue code of
length q+1 is Euclidean self-dual.
Proof. This is the same proof as the preceding theorem. L
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